FREEZER 33 TR - ARCTIC TOWER COOLER
FOR AMD RYZEN™ THREADRIPPER™

If you are looking for an air cooler for the new AMD Ryzen™ Threadripper™ CPUs, make a
find at ARCTIC as of now. The Freezer 33 TR is designed specifically for Threadripper and
has been tested by AMD and approved for all versions of 8 to 16 cores.
The CPU cooler is based on the award-winning Freezer 33 and convinces with a
recommended TDP up to 200 watts. The Freezer 33 TR comes in a new design and is
equipped with the especially powerful and newly developed BioniX F120 fan. The extremely
silent three-phase motor convinces, among other things, through a low coil temperature
and cools the up to 180 Watt of the 1900X, 1950X and 1920X processors extremely
efficiently.
Thanks to its cooling performance, the Freezer 33 TR is the ideal solution for PC enthusiasts
looking for a tower CPU cooler at an unbeatable price-performance ratio.

Spezifikationen
Heatpipes
Kühlkörper Material
Wärmeleitpaste
Lüfter
Lager
Geräuschpegel
Strom/Spannung
Max. Kühlkapazität
Empfohlen für TDP bis zu
Maße
Gewicht
Multikompatibel

Direct Touch Ø 6 mm x 4
Aluminium Finnen x 49, Dicke: 0,4 mm
MX-4
120 mm, 200–1 800 RPM (PWM-gesteuert)
Hydrodynamisches Gleitlager
0.5 Sone
0.20 A/+12 V DC
320 Watt
200 Watt
123 (L) x 89 (W) x 155 (H) mm
705 g
AMD Sockel sTR4, SP3, AM4
Intel Sockel 2066, 2011-3 (Square ILM only)

The Freezer 33 TR is now available in two
different colour variants.

Compatibility of ARCTIC watercoolers
For the Ryzen Threadripper processors, the Liquid Freezers 240 and 360 have been
confirmed as AMD Ryzen Threadripper compatible CPU coolers up to 180 W TDP and
the Liquid Freezer 120 up to 140 W TDP.
All processors are delivered directly with a special mounting clip which allows simple
and reliable application of the ARCTIC water coolers.

15 Years of Expertise
ARCTIC does not only play in the top league of the cooling specialists ever since, ARCTIC initiated the trend
towards quiet cooling systems for desktop PCs and left a distinct mark. In 2001 the Swiss engineer and
company founder Magnus Huber has determined to fight against loud computers – today, the still privatelyowned company with locations in Germany, Hong Kong and the USA offers one of the world's largerst ranges
of CPU and GPU coolers. Maximum compatibility, first-class performance and lowest volume convince
enthusiasts in over 45 countries around the globe. With the competence of an unique expert knowledge from
15 years of (pc) noise minimization ARCTIC is building out its portfolio through high-quality sound products
and office equipment.
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